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Approximate reasoning, 47-68 
fuzzy implication operator and method-of- 
cases 
inference rule, 307~318 
Artificial intelligence, 283-306 
belief functions and belief maintenance in, 
319-322 
Assumption-based truth mainterumce system, 
Dempster-Shafer theory and, 451-498 
Bayes networks, adapting connectionist learning 
to, 261-282 
Bayesian methods, probabilistic inference and, 
283-306 
Bayesian theory, belief unctions and, 323-362 
Belief function, 23-46 
artificial intelligence and, 319-322 
consonant approximations of, 419-449 
decision analysis using, 391-417 
evidential reasoning and, 391-417 
inner measures and, 323-362 
interactive systems and, 323-362 
local computation axioms and, 225-232 
reasoning with, 363-389 
theory and practice of, 323-362 
Belief maintenance, artificial intelligence and, 
319-322 
Belief networks, probabilistics inference in mul- 
tiply connected, 283-306 
Belief propagation, 261-282 
Bo l tzm machine, Bayes network and, 261- 
282 
Commonsense principles, maximum entropy 
and, 183-223 
Conditional information, belief functions and, 
363-389 
Conditioning, 23-46 
Connectionist learning, Bayes networks and, 
261-282 
Contrary evidence, unrenormalized plausibility 
functions and, 225-232 
Convolutions, calculating dependency bounds 
and, 89-158 
Copula, 89-158 
Cutsets, multiply connected belief networks 
with loop, 283-306 
Cylindrical extension, 307-318 
Decision analy sis, belief unctions and, 391-417 
Decision making, belief unctions and, 391-417 
Decision tree, belief unctions and, 391-417 
Defeasible probabilistic models, incremental 
construction and evaluation of, 233-260 
Dempster-Shafer theory 
belief unction, 323-362, 363-389, 391-417 
logic-based analysis of, 451-498 
Dependency bounds, calculating convolutions 
and, 89-158 
Evidential reasoning, belief unctions and, 391- 
417 
Expert systems, 283-306 
Fluidized-bed reactors, ranking dimensionless 
groups and, 69-85 
Frech~t bound, dependency bounds and, 89-158 
Fuzzy arithmetic, 89-158 
Fuzzy implication operators, method-of-cases 
inference rule and, 307-318 
Fuzzy integral, 69-85 
Fuzzy method of cases, nine forms of operator 
satisfy, 307-318 
Fuzzy number comparison, 159-181 
Fuzzy predicate, 1-21 
Fuzzy reasoning systems, mathematical model 
for, 47-68 
Fuzzy sets, Optimum method and, 159-181 
Independence, belief unctions and, 323-362 
Inductive inference, maximum entropy and, 
183-223 
Inexact reasoning, maximum entropy and, 183- 
223 
Inner measures, belief unctions and, 323-362 
Interactive systems, belief functions and, 323- 
362 
Interval arithmetic, 89-158 
Join trees, 323-362 
Knowledge and evidence, belief unctions and, 
363-389 
Local computation, Shenoy and Shafer's axioms 
for, 225-232 
Loops, multiply connected belief networks with 
loop cutsets, 283-306 
Lower and upper probability distributions, 89- 
158 
Lower probabilities, belief functions and, 323- 
362 
Markov random fields, 261-282 
Material implication, 23-46 
Maximum entropy 
inductive inference, maximum entropy and, 
183-223 
inevitability of, 183-223 
inexact reasoning, maximum entropy and, 
183-223 
Multiply connected belief networks, probabilis- 
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tic inference in, 283-306 
Multivained mappings, belief functions and 
Dempster's, 323-362 
Necessity measure, 1-21 
Nonmonotonic reasoning, belief unctions and, 
363-389 
Nonmonotonicity, 23.46 
Plausibility functions, local computation axioms 
and, 225-232 
Possibility measure, 1-21 
Possibility theory, 23-46 
consonant approximations of belief unctions 
and, 419-449 
Probabilistic inference, Bayes networks and, 
261-282 
Probabilistic logic, inevitability of maximum 
entropy and, 183-223 
Probabilistic reasoning, multiply connected be- 
lief networks and, 283-306 
Probability propagation, belief functions and, 
323-362 
Probability theory, 23-46 
Production rule, 23.46 
Propagation algorithm, 47-68 
Qualitative ranking, 69-85 
Random sets 
approximations of belief unctions and, 419- 
449 
probability and, 323-362 
Random variables, functions of, 89-158 
Reasoning system, Dempster-Shafer theory and, 
451-498 
Renormalization, plausibility functions, 225- 
232 
Resolution principle, 1-21 
Resource-bounded reasoning, 233-260 
Scale-up design, fluidized-bed reactor, 69-85 
Set-theoretic concept of evidence, 47-68 
Spurious correlation, 89-158 
Statistical inference, belief functions and, 323- 
362 
Theorem proving, Dempster-Shafer theory and, 
451-498 
Uncertainty, 1-21, 23.46, 47-68 
Dempster-Shafer theory and, 451-498 
management of, 225-232 
reasoning under, 391-417 
